
JAA geophysicalgoophyslyslval ininstitutestitut6
to0 fire rockets inin march

beginning the first week in
larcharch the geophysical institute
f the university of alaska will

begin a series of rocket firings
from a launch site 30 miles north
of fairbanks onod the steese high

way
the project headed bbyy dr

davis of the institute will studstudy
the earths electronic field in the
upper atmosphere

thethe electronic field in our
northern auroral zone is both
large and strong presenting great
Minterestterest to scientists informa-
tion about the field will be val-
uable knowledge for high altitude
flight as that of the SST jet

the first flight will take place
on march 3 weather permitting
during evening twilight or about
7 pm fairbanks time

there will be eight such
launchings during the month of
march the element barium is tp
be released from the two or
three stage rockets

although there is darkness on
the ground sunlight at the upper
atmosphere would illuminate the
barium creating a cloud which
could be seen throughout most
of alaska

the cloud will firstfast appear
red then green as it spreads
part of the barium cloud elec-
tronicallytronically charged by the sun
can be seen as a purple glow and
will move at speed of over 1000
miles per hour

the cloud can be expected to
move with greater speed and
seen more intensely than the
aurora

staff members of the geo-
physical institute and scientists
coming here from across the
country will study the clouds
with a variety of instruments

the institute has requested
that amatueramaguer photographers
throughout the state submit
photographs of the cloud which
would aid in the study

the rocket firing site is to be
manned by a crew from the
white sands missle range the
firing range extends north from
chatanikaChatanika site in the direction of
portfort yukon over unoccupied
federal land

the institute will be patroll-
ing the impact area prior to
launch and urges anyone who
might be operating a snow mach-
ine or dog team to stay clear of
the range


